
WHERE DO YOU BELONG?? 
 

Purpose:  Students will demonstrate their understanding of cardinal and intermediate directions.  

 

Suggested Grade Level: 1-3 

 

History and Social Science SOL:  Geography 1.4, 2.6, 3.6  

 

Equipment/Materials Needed:  
1. Seven polyspots/paper plates/Frisbees 

2. Small sheets of paper labeled with Northeast, Northwest, East, West, South, Southeast, 

Southwest(attached) 

 

Advance Preparation: 

1. Set up the area like a compass rose with North labeled at the top, and the remaining 7 locations 

labeled only with a blank polyspot/paper plate/Frisbee. 

2. Write all the other directions on small pieces of paper or print and copy first two attached sheets. 

Make sure there are multiples of the direction locations. For example, for a class of 25 there could be 

3 cards labeled East, 3 labeled West, 3 labeled South, 4 labeled Northeast, 4 labeled Northwest, 4 

labeled Southeast, and 4 labeled Southwest. 

 

Directions:   

1. Explain to students that they will be demonstrating their knowledge of the directions. 

2. Explain that they will each be handed a direction representing a location on the compass rose. They 

are to not show anyone else their direction.  

3. On the “go” signal, instruct the students to walk to where they believe their position is on the 

simulated compass rose marked on the ground and there is no talking permitted while they are 

looking for their spot. 

4. When everyone gets to where they think they belong, instruct the students to check with the other 

people at your location to see if they belong. 

5. Ask students in each group to politely help those that are incorrect to find their correct 

location/group. 

6. Review each location for reinforcement. 

7. Have students exchange their cards face down at least 3 times.  

8. Repeat steps 3-6 above until the skill has been appropriately reinforced or as time permits. 

 

Teaching Suggestions: 

1. Make sure you have enough paper for each student to have their own card. 

2. Emphasize the “no talking” and the “no peeking” when they are exchanging. 

3. Explain to students that they must change cards when the exchange process is going on. 

 

Modifications/Variations: 

1. Instead of exchanging cards, have students place them in the center of the playing area and go back 

to their original direction.  Call out each direction and when their section is called they can then go 

pick up a new direction and go to that location. 

2. Allow students to help each other. 

This lesson was developed by the School Health Initiative Program (SHIP) for the Williamsburg James City County Public Schools (WJCCPS), 

Williamsburg, VA.  SHIP is funded by the Williamsburg Community Health Foundation (WCHF). Parts or all of this lesson can be used and reproduced 

without permission provided that SHIP, WJCCPS and WCHF are credited.  
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